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Introduction
In recent years, several studies have been conducted at Duke University of an aeroelastic delta wing system. In particular, reduced order unsteady aerodynamic models have been used to predict the flutter, limit cycle oscillations (LCO) and gust forced response of such a wing. For the case of incompressible, inviscid and irrotational flow, an unsteady vortex lattice method was used for time domain analyses. Moreover, once such a model was created, it was used to create a reduced order model (ROM) which allowed a reduction in the order of the vortex lattice code from a thousand degrees of freedom or more to the order of ten degrees of freedom while retaining essentially the same accuracy for the representation of fluid forces acting on a wing.
The development of such a vortex lattice model and a reduced order aerodynamic model based upon aerodynamic eigenmodes can be found in Ref. [1] . However, the representation of unsteady aerodynamic flow fields in terms of global aerodynamic modes can be developed in a variety of ways. In Ref. [2] , the authors used Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition modes and also a system identification model for a delta wing to obtain a reduced order model. The current work studies the system identification of a vortex lattice model in greater depth with a view to developing a methodology that can be used with wind tunnel experimental data. The vortex lattice model is used here as a test bed for a numerical experiment in a continuation of the work begun in Ref. [2] .
Delta Wing Vortex Model
The flow about a cantilevered half-span delta wing is assumed to be incompressible, inviscid and irrotational. An unsteady vortex lattice method can be used to model this flow. A typical planar vortex lattice mesh for the three-dimensional flow over a wing is shown in Figure 1 . The delta wing and the wake are divided into a number of vortex elements. Point vortices are placed on the wing and in the wake at the quarter chord of the elements. At the three-quarter chord of each plate element a collocation point is placed for the downwash and the velocity induced by the discrete vortices is set equal to the downwash (fluid vertical velocity on the wing) imposed by the prescribed 4 delta wing motion or the gust field. Unsteady vorticity is shed into the wake and convected with the freestream velocity. The equations expressing these relationships are well described in Ref [1] .
State-Space Representation
The relationship between a Vortex Lattice (VL) model and a state-space model developed by system identification methods will be established in this section. For simplicity, we begin with the assumption that full state information is given. This allows us to develop a formulation to gain basic insight before pursuing further development of the case where only partial state data are available.
Full-State Data or Measurement
The VL model can be described by
where (1) k Γ+ is the strength vector of the vortex at the time step k+1, A % and B % are aerodynamic coefficient matrices, and D % is a transfer matrix for determining the relationship between the global vortex lattice mesh and the local vortex lattice mesh on the delta wing itself, and u is the downwash vector. Expressions for A % , B % and D % are given in Ref. [1] . Assume that there is a state-space model in the form
where A is the state matrix, B is the input influence matrix, C is the output influence matrix, and D is the direct transmission matrix. Equation (2) 
Thus, we have shown that the VL model, Eq. (1), has a state-space representation, Eq.
(2), with system matrices, A, B, and D, uniquely determined by Eq. (7), assuming that the output matrix C is an identity matrix. This state-space model may be used for model reduction and system identification.
Assume that we are given a (discrete time) sequence of [ ] where p is an integer that must be chosen to make p Θ a square matrix of pmn × with pm=n and m is the number of outputs. There is a great chance that such an integer p does not exist. We will discuss this case later. The quantity p ϒ is a pmpr × matrix with r being the number of inputs.
The quantity () The output matrix p C is chosen to be an identity matrix. Equation (18) 
System Identification
Several methods may be used for system identification (see Ref. [3] ). Each has its own disadvantages and advantages. Here two simple approaches are presented, (1)
Generalized Vortex Lattice (GVL) model identification and (2) Eigensystem Realization
Algorithm (ERA).
GVL Model identification
The GVL model identification begins with Eq. (17 (1)(1) ()(1)(1) (1)(2) 
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm
Another approach that produces a minimum-size model is based on the minimum realization theory. This approach uses a sequence of responses generated by a pulse input to the real system and then the computation and inversion of the system transfer functions is obtained from the input and output data (see Chapter 5 and 6 of Ref. [3] ). Let 
The fundamental rule is that the Hankel matrix must be formed such that its rank is larger than the order of the system to be identified. In theory, the Hankel matrix H(0) and the state-space model are related by 
and identification of the eigenvalue i λ from the input and output data. Note that the input signal must be rich enough to excite the controllable and observable modes to be identified.
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Numerical Example
A system identification (SID) model for an unsteady aerodynamic flow has been created for several wing motions or gust excitations and corresponding aerodynamic responses. These models were derived from numerical simulations using a vortex lattice (VL) model for a delta wing with 55 vortex elements on the wing and 300 vortex elements in the wake (i.e. in Fig. 1 , km = kn = 10, kmm = 20). In each case, the flow about the wing is excited by a certain type of prescribed downwash at the wing points,
w(t).
The numerical VL model produced vortex strengths at the grid points of the wing and in the wake, Γ (t), and the corresponding pressure distribution on the wing, p(t). These data were then used as input for the SID model.
The following excitations to the flow have been considered: 1) step angle of attack, w(t)=const for t>0, The excitation cases 1, 2, 3, and 5 are x coordinate dependent only. The excitation signal at a specific location x is constant along the axis y as shown in Fig. 1 . This implies that the excitation data matrices used for system identification are rank deficient, i.e., the rank is less than the number of inputs. The system matrices A, B, C, and D thus identified by using these types of excitation would not be accurate, in particular the columns in the input matrix B may not be independent. The number of independent columns in B is equal to the rank of the excitation data matrix.
2) frozen (fixed with respect to the fluid fixed coordinates) sharp edge gust, w(tx/v)=const for (t-x/v)>0, where v is the airfoil or flow velocity, 3) frozen gust of changing frequency, w(t-x/v)=const
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On the other hand, the random excitation defined in case 4 is both x and y coordinate dependent. The excitation data matrix used for identifying the system matrices A, B, C, and D is of full rank (i.e., the number of inputs) with the assumption that the excitation data length is equal to or longer than the number of inputs. The input matrix B in particular would be accurately identified in theory for a controllable and observable system. All columns in B are linearly independent.
Using a system identification model
The ability of a SID model obtained from one of the excitations to predict the flow for another possible excitation was studied. The aformentioned five flow excitations were considered. Results were obtained for either vortex strength data or pressure data.
Consider the vortex strength data case first. Tables 1 and 2 .
Consider Fig. 2 . Here the percent errors are sorted based upon using the wing motion or gust excitation used to obtain a SID model, while the errors correspond to how well that SID model predicts the vortex strength (Fig 2a) and pressure (Fig. 2b ) time histories for other excitations. A limit of 50% is used for the vertical axis scale in order to show small errors better. When applied to the very same downwash, the SID models compute the output with the less than 1% error (see Ref. [2] ). As seen in the figure for 20 both the vortex strengths and pressure, the random excitation case is the best choice to obtain an SID model that will predict the behavior for any of the considered cases. In Fig   2a one can see that, if not asked to predict the very special case of a random downwash, three other models based on sharp edge, swept gust and frozen random excitation also work reasonably well.
The results in Figure 3 are sorted based upon the flow one is trying to predict with a SID model. For example, from the Fig. 3a one can conclude that to be able to predict the vortex strengths due to a frozen swept or frozen random gust, SID models obtained from any excitation case (except the step angle of attack excitation) would do a very good job, while for the prediction of vortex strengths due to a step angle of attack wing motion or frozen gust excitation any of considered SID models would perform well. Not surprisingly (after studying Fig.2 ), both For the vortex strength case, the total number of singular values is 300 (which, in fact, is equal to the total number of panels minus the number of panels on the wing). Thus, in the random gust case the signal is such that all the singular values are relatively high and close to each other magnitude.
Lift
As a global measure of the aerodynamic flow, consider the lift on the wing vs time. See Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4a , b the lift time history for the motion of the wing due to the can conclude that the error norm previously discussed does a good job of reflecting the difference between the "original" flow and those predicted by the identified models.
However, the additional insight gained from the plots in Fig. 4 (see Fig. 4b and d) is that SID models from all excitations (but the swept gust) predict the steady state flow very well.
From the above numerical results, it was clearly shown that the system response may not be reproduced using an identified model from excitations other than the random gust or its own excitation. Note that only the random gust could identify an accurate model described by the system matrices A, B, C, and D for all other inputs. Other kinds of excitation including the step angle, sharp edge, swept gust, and frozen random could only reproduce its own response, although some excitations such as swept gust may identify a model that gives a reasonable prediction for the responses produced by step angle, sharp edge, and frozen random. Nevertheless, none of the identified models produced by the step angle, sharp edge, swept gust, and frozen random could predict the response excited by the random gust. This is because the excitations other than the random gust did not excite all system modes in order to identify a state-space model to represent the system accurately. Recall that only in the case of random gust all the excitation (downwash) data are independent while in the four other cases only ten of them are independent (the downwash along the y coordinate is the same). Some modes can only be excited by independent downwash along the x coordinate as well as the y coordinate.
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Modal Controllability and Observability
The modal observability and controllability matrices (42) and (43) An investigation of modal observability showed that the dominant modes are the most observable. Observability vector components are presented in Figure 6b and the continuous time eigenvalues that correspond to modes with scaled observability vector larger than certain value are presented in Figure 7 . In Fig. 7a , the components larger than 0.4 were crossed (note the two most right circles corresponding to first 11 modes are crossed) and in Fig. 7b , all of the components that are larger than 0.2 were marked.
Unlike the controllablity case, the modes that correspond to the dominant branch are the most observable.
Qualitatively the same controllability and observability results were found when the identified system was obtained using considered excitations. Such results for the case of the random gust excitation are presented in Figure 8 : the modes corresponding to the dominant branch are the least controllable (Fig 8a) and the most observable (Fig 8b) .
When pressure data was used to obtain A, B, and C matrices, again the system was found to be neither controllable nor observable with only one input located at the tip of the delta wing, even though the scaled controllability and observability vectors look different in this case: these vectors for the random gust excitation are presented in Figure   9 . Note, however, that the 55 modes that appear here do not correspond to those of the VL model or at least such a relation was not established.
Modal controllability provides a measure of how difficult it may be to excite the respective mode by the input(s). For simplicity without losing generality, let us consider only one input located at the tip element of the wing. A weak modal controllability means that the considered mode is difficult to excite by the chosen input. One may consider selecting an input location or several locations that would produce a relatively stronger modal controllability for the modes of interest. In our example shown above, it is seen that the dominant branch of the eigenvalues is the least controllable in comparison with other branches of eigenvalues regardless of the locations of the excitation inputs.
Nevertheless, eigenvalues in the dominant branch are the most observable. In system identification, both controllability and observability are equally important. A combination of weak controllability and strong observability may be sufficient to identify 24 the eigenvalues (modes) of interest. A conventional measure of the modal identifiability is the product of the modal controllability and observability for the mode of interest. An experimentalist before designing and performing an experiment, may need to use an analytical state-space model to evaluate the modal identifiability for the modes of interest in order to choose proper locations for excitation inputs and measurement outputs. In addition, the excitation signal must be rich in frequency for the modes of interest to excite these modes properly.
Conclusions
A state-space representation of a theoretical vortex lattice model has been developed using a system identification approach. The case of limited measurement data has been considered. This is done in anticipation of using the proposed system identification method with experimental data, e.g. a system identification model might be On the other hand, by most observable one means that the dominant modes are easy to observe in terms of vortex strengths or the pressure distribution on the wing.
Identifiability of modes depends clearly on both modal controllability and observability.
The product of modal controllability and observability is commonly used as a measure of modal identifiability. Figure 6: Contollability a and observability b vector components. In this case, the state, A, and input in uence, B, matrices were derived in the close form from the VL model with the use of Eqs. 7, where the output in uence matrix, C, is an identity matrix. The only input is located at the tip of the delta wing. Figure 9: Contollability a and observability b vector components. In this case, matrices A, B, and C were identi ed from the pressure strength data when the wing was excited by the random gust. The only input is located at the tip of the delta wing.
